
You have lost the plot! 
 

when you shoot dead a child who could barely walk; when you wantonly rape underage 
girls as if you have no sisters and/or daughters of you own; when you kill civilians as if 
they have no right to live; when you kill aid workers and paramedics out to save lives, 
including your own if haplessly you suffered injuries; when you loot and destroy 
properties when you furiously defend your own; what is going on in your mind; what is 
the ultimate aim you have designed in your mind? You have lost the plot; if there was 
one in the first place. You are despicable rotten to the core! 
When you deploy an aircraft with the sole intension to bomb a market place and kill and 
mangle anything that moves; who in the right mind did you think would applaud, not 
even those who back up in your adventures could raise their arms to congratulate 
mission accomplished! They know it will come to haunt. 
You create enemies around the world and hasten your end; people couldn’t wait to see 
your downfall. Whatever  you intended, evil as it us. will not see the daylight. 
But how is it that the people you are surrounded justify such acts and give you the 
space and resources to scotch freely operate amid their midst?  
And why all the lies and blatant denials of crimes committed; when it is as clear as a 
blue sky that you are the culprit? Who do you think you are fooling? 
There was an Eritrean low lander; a nomad; whose village was raided by  the Ethiopian 
army in 1979. The army told men and women to separate, with no age distinction all the 
same. In desperation, knowing what would happen he decided to go inside to dress up 
his wife’s cloth and hoped to pass as one. When the army inspected he noticed the the 
person had an Adams Apple and asked him if he was a man or woman, the man 
retorted he was a woman. The soldier then requested him to flip over his dress to 
check. When he did under duress, there it was - the evidence. The soldier slapped the 
poor thing: “what is this thing dangling from your groin?” Shouting in anger! The man 
shrinking low, replied “ We Alahi, (in the name of Alah: ወላሂ  ዘ ይሕጂ አ ይሬአኹዋን ) I 
have never seen it before that I have this thingamajig dangling!” 
 
But it did save his life, the soldier dragged him to where the men were waiting their fate; 
shortly all were she were summarily and brutally executed through  no fault having the 
thingamabobs nor commuting any crime other than being an Eritreans; expect the one 
character of interest was trying to deny the undeniable; that he was a woman  in a 
wrong place at a wrong time. Tempus fugit, paradoxically the Eritreans who were the 
victims of brutality at the hands of the Amhara rulers have now turned barbarians just 
doing the same or even worse to please their old masters by offering the lives of 
Tigreans as douceurs to reconcile so to pick any crumb the Amhara warlords left 
behind. Right from the start Isayas and his cohorts had no intention of liberating Eritrea 
and empower the people with fairness and justice. They were comfortable running from 
one mountain to another, they were and still are brigands comfortable and happy to 
continue running from one mountain to another, raping, looting and oppressing not only 
the enemy but their own people. When liberation became inevitable due to many factors 
including the inept and mindless hatred of Amharas to wipe out anyone Tigrian, Isayas 
and his cohorts were compelled to March to the cities and no sooner started fomenting 
one conflict after another to deny the Eritrean people a peace of mind and stability. 



Forget democracy, rule of law, they set up open and covert Maffia 
organisations  trafficking human and illicit drags through out the world just as they did 

when they were in Shahel/ ሳሕል ridges and valleys. 
To come back to the story of the lowlander mentioned above, the Amhara invaders are 
now denying the undeniable. But before the spits coming out from their mouths telling 
lies hit the ground and dry, their lies are exposed for everyone to see. They will not get 
away, run smock from facing facts of atrocities they perpetuated from the get go with 
the audacity that they will fool the world, as they fooled themselves. They will not. 
 


